Brittlestar’s Guide to Perth County
Transcript
Video opens to a shot of Brittlestar standing in a field while speaking to the camera.
Brittlestar: “There's so much to do here, in Perth County.”
Cuts to a full-body shot of Brittlestar examining the field.
Brittlestar: “Well not literally here but you get what I mean.”
Cuts to a close-up shot of Brittlestar standing in a field while browsing through the Perth County
Discover More brochure.
Brittlestar: “Shopping, restaurants, golf, spas, events - I wonder how many of these I can do
today!”
Cuts to Brittlestar standing on the fairway at Listowel Golf Course.
Brittlestar: “If you're looking for a fun way to spend time outdoors and get a little exercise –"
A golf ball fly’s in from the left side of the shot and hits Brittlestar on the head. Brittlestar falls
to the ground and stands back up. Looking disoriented, Brittlestar continues to speak.
Brittlestar: “The Listowel Golf Club boasts a beautiful 27-hole breathtaking golf course –"
A golf ball fly’s in from the left side of the frame, missing Brittlestar. Brittle star looks around
for any other balls. Brittlestar continues speaking.
Brittlestar: “I think that's all.”
A golf ball flies in from the left side of the frame and Brittlestar falls backwards to the ground.
Cuts to Brittlestar sitting in front of an animal cage.
Brittlestar: “Majestic Einstein’s of the animal world, discerning eaters - none of these are words
you would use to describe goats. But the goats you'll meet here at Goats on 86 are adorable and
fun to spend time with.”
Brittlestar puts change in a machine, cranks a handle, and catches the pieces of corn that are
released to feed to the goats. He puts his hand through the cage, while the goats eat the corn from
his hands. The shot cuts to a full-body view of Brittlestar feeding the goats. Brittlestar continues
to speak.
Brittlestar: “They even have exotic longneck goats.”

Brittlestar smiles energetically. We hear the producer speak in the background.
Producer: “Those are alpacas.”
Brittlestar: “They could be.”
Producer: “No.”
Cuts shot to Brittlestar leaning against a wooden post at Lynn River Farms.
Brittlestar: “Nothing beats a delicious farm-to-table home-cooked meal but what if your culinary
skills aren't that great or you're just lazy like I am.”
Brittlestar opens a door and walks into the store front of Lynn River Farms. He picks up a box of
food and hands it to the cashier.
Brittlestar: “Lynn River Farms offers delicious farm fresh organic ready-made meals you can eat
right away. Or, you can grab one of their take and bake meals to a lot of your friends and say you
made it.”
Cuts shot to Brittlestar standing in from of Shakespeare Brewing.
Brittlestar: “If you find yourself in the fun and unique village of Shakespeare and you hear
someone bellow ‘look at that classy cow,’ they're not referring to a well-dressed bovine.”
Cuts to a shot of Brittlestar inside the brewery enjoying a glass of beer.
Brittlestar: “They're referring to one of Shakespeare Brewing Company’s many delicious craft
beers made with all Ontario ingredients. The cows around these parts are more business casual.”
Cuts to a shot of Brittlestar standing in front of wetlands.
Brittlestar: “With ten kilometres of walking trails, the West Perth wetlands offers an exciting
chance to experience wildlife and rare bird species. And it's the perfect spot to bring the family
now that it's alligator free.”
Cuts to a full-body shot of Brittlestar standing in front of the wetlands. We hear the producer
speak in the background.
Producer: “There were never any alligators here.”
Brittlestar: “You don't know that!”
Producer: “I do.”
Cuts shot to Brittlestar standing in Stonetown Cheese holding a tray of cheese.

Brittlestar: “If you're looking for stupid boring cheese, you're out of luck! Seriously get out of
here you weirdo!”
Brittlestar picks up pieces of cheese off of the tray and eats them.
Brittlestar: “But if you're looking for a delicious, soul singing, almost addictive cheese, then
come to Stonetown Cheese.”
Brittlestar: “Let's try it again, I can do better.”
Producer: “This is our 12th take.”
Brittlestar smiles energetically and waves his hand.
Brittlestar: “Let’s do it again.”
Cuts to a shot of Brittlestar standing in the parking lot of Wildwood Conservation Area.
Brittlestar: “You might be thinking ‘Perth County looks great but it's in the middle of a bunch of
farmland and I like to be on the water.’ To that I'd say try again idiot!”
Producer: “Cut – you can’t say that!”
Brittlestar: “Fine!”
Cuts to a shot of Brittlestar standing on the beach at Wildwood Conservation Area.
Brittlestar: “Perth County is also home to the Wildwood Conservation Area - an amazing spot
for camping, hiking, fishing, and boating.”
Cuts shot to Brittlestar standing in a home décor store.
Brittlestar: “Need a break from the stress of being at one with nature? Maybe a little retail
therapy is in order. Here at Jillian's they have a wide selection of beautiful home decor items that
will elevate your living space.”
Brittlestar picks up an iron bird decorative piece and looks at the price tag.
Brittlestar: “That's a good deal - do we have room in the budget for this?”
Producer: “No the budget is only for production.”
Brittlestar: “But it's in the video, now it's a prop.”
Brittlestar moves the iron bird back and forth to appear like its flying.

Brittlestar: “Caw Caw!”
Cuts a shot of Brittlestar standing in a field while speaking to the camera.
Brittlestar: “Wow, where am I? I mean I know I'm in Perth County but where --?”
Cuts to a shot of Brittlestar examining the Perth County map and looking around.
Brittlestar: “Wait I remember there was trees and farmland!”
The shot fades to a green screen with the Perth County logo and images of the Farm Gate Map
and Discover More brochure.
Cuts to a shot of Brittlestar walking across the field while looking at the map.
Brittlestar: “No…. it was definitely back this way.”
Brittlestar turns and walks the opposite direction.
Cuts to a shot of Brittlestar walking across the field while looking at the map. Music fades and
screen goes black.

